
VI; THE GROWTH OF A SMALL BOY'S LINGUISTIC
INTERESTS

Sophie R. A. Court, Norman.

In most of the experimental schools the world over an honest
effort is bemg made not to impose upon their pupils any in
formation that does not lie within the field of the children's own
phychological needs. We have found out time and again that :'l

real interest in the subject studied assures the best progress ir.
studies. In practical pedagogy, two conclusions have been drawn
from this law: one, that it is best to interest children in their
schoolwork, by enlivening the teaching, by bringing in devices
that turn studies into games, by making the school room atmor
sphere attractive, by holding out rewards and prizes, by arousing
competition, etc; and the other-that studies ought to be chosen
from among the interests natural to a given age.

It is this last trend that has a direct bearing upon the sub
ject-matter of my present paper, or rather that my paper has ?

direct bearing upon. For, if in making up the school curriculum,
or a particular grade's course of study, we are to be guided by th"
children's natural interests, we must be fairly certain what these
interests are and how they develop.

I do not pretend to answ~r this Question or any part of it.
But I hope that by studying the growth! of my son's linguis~i;:

interests I may be privileged to shed a little light on the subject.
As in my previous papers I shall refer to the little boy as A.

The ages under consideration are those between two and a half
years and a little over eight years.

The term Cllinguistic interests" will be used in this paper to
denote all spontaneous treatment of language in a conscious!v
reflective. analytic way, and also all conscious experimentation
with language.. My son's linguistic interests wil1 fall therefore
into four group;:

1. Exp!oratory.
2. Experimental.
3. Humorous and playful.
4. Literary.
The kind of linguistic interest which I have called explora

tory consists in noticing and gathering facts about a languagt:>.
A child appr~aches this state when he begins his "what is this"
Questions, whichever way he may ask them. However, this is
no more than an approach, for, though in this way he increase..
his vocabulary, this is only one of the intertwining motives which
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prompt him to ask the question. He is learning to know the
Outer world and to classify the things he is getting familiar with.
he learns both the name and the idea at the same time, and the
process is not purely a linguistic one, nor is! the linguistic part
of it due to a conscious, reflective interest in language. Btl!

when a child asks the meaning of a wOTd, he is dealing with th"
outer world from the other end: what interests him, is the word.
and just what idea corresponds to it. This is almost entirely a
conscious linguistic interest, this is curiosity as to a word as such.
All children ask the meaning of some of the words which they
hear but do not understand. Among A's questions of this kind
two are worth mentioning.

At the age of two-and-a-half he asked suddenly, in the midst
of his play. "\Vhat are delishes?" The word he had in minet
was "delicious," and he evidently took it for the plural of some
noun, as shown by the form of his question. The fact thatl he
put his verb in the plural shows clearly his mastery of s~me
g-rammatical forms at that age.

The other question pertaining to tlie meaning of a won!
was asked at the age of five years and one month. This was in
July 1919, i. e. shortly after the war. He was shooting imagina:-y
Germans, and I told him that he ought to shoot cruel ~iants,

ferocious animals, etc., and that Germans are people, ordinary
people, like we are, good people. This was not the first time that
I interceded thus on behalf of the Germans but this time he
thought about it a white, and then asked. "If they are good oe'Jplc,'
why are they called Germans?" Here the word was connected
in his mind with the idea of somethin~ bad, of an evil which
ought to be exterminated, and it was difficult to divest the word
of the meaning associated with it. The association carried by'
words are stronger even in the minds of adults-witness the suc
cess of demagogical tricks consisting in swaying the sympathy
of their audience toward or against a group of facts by using a
popular or unpopular designation for, it.

The difficulty A. had with the meaning of waTds led some
times to anecdotal situations. Thus, at the age of two year!'\
five months, his vocabulary of insults was limited to "bad boy."
His anger was at that time rather easily aroused, and he resorted
to this expression very often, calling "bad boy" anybody and
anything that happened to incur his displeasure. But this paucity
of terms of insult was evidently a handicap to him, and he
adapted two new words as insults, words, the real meaning ot
which he did not understand, needless to say. The first of these
]ew--appJied by him in anger to our roomer, who happened tc
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be a Jew (and probably it was from our discussions with him
that the child heard this new word), caused a bitter Teproach
from the young man, who imagined that A. had heard this word
used by us with the same connotation. But a few minutes latcr
the little boy, provoked by further teasing, shrieked at him at
the top of his angry voice. "Faculty member you." This con
vinced the young man that A.'s use of the two expressions was
due to the baby's own initiative.

This use of strange, unknown words as insults reminds u~

of the sam~ tendency among adult primitive minds. Thus, among
the words of insult of the Potish peasant are "omentra"-from
"geometr:' surveyor, and "suffragan," which properly means a
bishop's olsc;istant. These were to the Polish peasants strang.~

words, with a suggestion ('If a threat in their mysterious sounds.
and they became insults. See Sienkiewicz, "Charcoal Sketches.'

At the age of three years five months A. began to show <l

spontaneous interest in word-study. He would be greatly amuse,l
by the sim:larity of some words and would point out to me hom
onyms and homophones. Sometimes these words were such only
in his pronuciation. as in the following: "This is my betty, and
Betty Hogan is called Belly," meaning of course: "Bitty." A
few days later he said: III am a carpenter, mama." "All right."
r answered, used to his personifications. "You know why mama?"
'No. tell me, d<.'ar." "Carpenter, because I clean rugs, carpets,
see?" He was then playing with a Bissell sweeper.

A· ahout the same time he began to divide words into syl
lables. as a game invcn'ted hy himself. And a few times, at that
age, he made atterilpts to analyze words phoneticalty. "Mamma,
lish'n, a-pl~." or "pppapa: ppp-a-pa." But these were crude at
tf'!".lptS. and when I t'ried to give him sounds, he could' not put
tJ-.em together. nor could he analyze words given him by me.

But it was early in his sixth year that, in conTl:ection~ with
reading lessons, he became very interested in phonic exercises.
They were perhaps suggested to him by the method I used
Brownie Phonograms.* r am afraid r used my parentaJ author
ity rather arbitrarily in often checking his ardor, because I wouJd
get tired of his constant calling my attention to these exercises
of his. They were especially annoying to me if they took place
during the reading Jesson. and he would keep me waiting while
he mumbled to him~etf, pronouncing a word or a phonowoarn in
different ways, dividing them. repeating separate sounds, looking

·~an Frandsco State Normal School. 5elf·instruction Series, No. 61
Brownie Phonograms, book 1.' hy Corrinne H . Johnstone, Califomia State
Printing Office. 1915.
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up the same phonogram or word on previous pages and pursuing
other similar investigations. These often seemed mysterious tJ
me an<l sometimes devoid of all meaning, because he could not
explain them until he found what he looked for. Thus, at fiv('
and a half, three months after his first reading lesson, he once
interrupted himself in his reading and exclaimed after a moment's
silence: "Look," covering up the initials, "now it is 'he,' and with
the s it is 'she.' " And then he proceeded to discuss with himself.
in a half audihle undertone, the sounds composing 'he' and 'she.
and the role of each letter, until he finally discoverfed that in
'he' the h is pronounced and stands for a separate sound, while
in 'she' it is only a part of the symbol. He then turned to ml·
with a resume of his contemplations, winding up thus: "But
we don't hear the h in sh, listen, shshshshsh ",

While learninR to read, he ,became interested in spelling.
and this, strange to say, added to my difficulties. I tried to
teach him without naming letters, by giving him phonogram;.
class words and sight words. But he insisted, and won. By his
inquiries he learned the alphabet and persistently memorized it
in the conventional order, as soon as he discovered its existence.
at the age of five years five months, i. e. three months after his
first reading lesson.

As I said. even before this time he became interested in
5pelling aloud-naming letters which composed a given word. T
used, in addition to the book, perception cards, each representin~

a phonogram or a word. He would place two cards side hy
side and would compare letter by letter the two words. Or he
would place a card in front of him and would pick out frOM
among his. blocks those which had the letters printed on th~

cards, would arrange them in the same order, and would triumph
antly read the word from his blocks. Thus, four months after
his first lesson he Teproduced with his, blocks, from a piece' ot
paper on which I had printed for him, the foltowing: "Dear
papa, I love you," as a surprise for his father and me. It must
have been a stow and laborious process for the little fellow, aJon('
in his room.

At the age of five years eight months, i. e. six months after
his first reading lesson, he was playing with his letter blocks,
trying to build words, and from time to time asking me for sug'·
gestions, as to what words he could make out of given letters.
Often the letters at his disposal were all consonants, and after I
had rejected for this reasoll two or three groups of letters of
fered by him, I told him, in answer to his persistent "why,"
that every word must have atl least one vowel, that there were
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six vowels-a, e, i, 0, u ,y, that vowels can be easily pronounced
all alone, and that{ other letters express sounds which are very
difficult to pronounce without the help of a vowel.

From that time on he was interested iIll vowels for a con
siderable period-several weeks intensely, several months on the

. whole. He was forever during this time, busy picking out vowels
in different words, comparing different pronunciations of the sam~

vowel letter, etc. Some three weeks after his initation into the
world of vowtls he asked me: "Why is i a vowel? It is not one
but two sounds: a and i." He had discovered the dipthon~. A
few hours later he remarked. "Y has three sounds. w, a, and tt'

All these contemplations, discoveries, discussions. and in
vestigations. when carried on during the readingg lesson. inter
ferred with the reading exercises. Nor was he interested in mere
practice reading; it evidently required too much effort and was
an imposed task. Seeing- this. I finally discontinued the reading
lesson. Each of these lessons, given to him about five times a

week. lasted from five to twenty minutes. He covered seventy
four pages in the Brownie Phonograms and sixty-seven pages
in the Wheeler Primer.

But the interruption of lessons did not really interrupt h! ...
progress in reading. Every day I found his Primer in another
place. One day, while playing with his toys, he suddenly ex
claimed. "Like it, my baby chickens: I cannot like it. if I cannot
swim:" Then calling my attention. he repeated the quotation.
and explained. "I read it this morning in the reader, see, the
hen thought her children were chickens, but they were ducks, sht·
did not want them to swim." He had not read this piece witI-.

me, and I saw from his quotation and the subsequent ~xplanation.

that he amused himself by reading new pages, that he read cor·
re~ly and illteltigently, and that some little passages stuck in
his mind.

Howev~r. he wanted to read with me again, and, after tW()
month's interruption, we resumed our lessons. He liked them now.
and read with pleasure and interest. Evidently, he had masterecl
the mechanical side of reading enough not to consider it a drudg
ery. But he continued to digress into phonetics and to observe
spelling. Two months after our lessons were resumed, he had
finished his Wheeler Primer, read through an advanced primer.
and covered sixty-one pages in a First Reader (Free and Tread·
w~ll.)

Thus, his progress in reading has been rapid. On the strength
(\f his reading ability he was placed in the second gradeJ when
he entered school at the age of six years and three months, and
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the following yyear was "skippedH to the fourth grade, after
one month's stay in the third grade.

And yet, he did not become a reader of books until he was
seven-and-a-half, i. e. more than two years after his first reading
lesson. Occasionally, he would read before this time a story or
a little book, but he depended, for his literary needs, almost en
tirely on our reading aloud to him. At the age of seven-and-a
half he began to prefer reading tol himself, and soon became a
passionate reader of books.

His. experiments with the typewriter also led to some ex·
ploratory activities of a linguistic nature. But I shall dwell upon
them here only long enough to mention that some of his ad
ventures with the typewriter I have related in one of my previous
articles. (l).

Let us now pass to the second group of interests, which I
have called experimental.

The experimental interest in language consists, as the term
implies, in wishing to use the elements of articulate speech in
different ways, to experiment with it. In a way, composition b~

longs here. From one point of view, composition is not a lin
guistic achievement, in as much as it is concerned with idea~J

with the subject-matter, with the contents of its written or or::d
product. But it also concerns itself with the tools at its command,
the language. A. several times gave evidence that he was in
terested in the form of his compositions, in their linguistic, or lit
erary side. Thus, at the age of five years three months, he would
brng me his drawings and dictate to me his description of them,
or what he called, "stories," of his own invention. In dictating,
he would repeat each sentenCe several times, slowly, with ex
pression and with evident pleasure, then he would ask me to
read it to him; after the little composition was finished, he would
have me read it to him again. Often, while dictating, he woulti
correct an expression, sometimes he would make corrections
after the whole little composition was finished. Then he would
take the notebook to his father, would show him the picture, and
would ask him to read aloud the composition. Then he would
inflict his literary masterppiece on any other person who might
have then been accessible for that purpose. His whole attitude
showed, that his drawing and the contents of the composition
were of secondary importance. It was its form, the choice of
words and their arrangement that mattered.

Rhyming is another experiment he tried with language. At
the age of four he found two rhyming words and caJJed my atten
tion to them. As usually in such cases, we began to .play a
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game based on his discovery-this time, the game of rhyming.
For several months he would ask me to pla~ it with him no\\
and then, and we would take turns in finding rhymes. He also
sometimes made up what he called "verses." The first more or
less successful verse was:

"Work and be through.

That is the way the people do."
At the age of five years one month. This was a sudden inspira·
tion, and it made him very happy. He had been, of course, im
provising little songs and poems since babyhood, tal1~ing and
~inging to his toys. But this was his first conscious attem~t

recorded. One month after thi first verse he was very pleaserl
with the following tittle lines.

"Way up

The cup
Goes."
Since then he had little spells of verse-making, at rather

long intervals. At the age of eight years and two months h~

he was quite busy making up songs and verses and writing thenl
down. But this verse-making was in most cases clearly an in
tellectual occupation, a linguistic interest, and not a form of
artistic self-expression, or poetry proper. Side by side with thi~

verse-making hecontinued, though less and less frequently, t()

sing and talk to himself, and these little improvisations belong
more to the realm of poetry than to linguistic interests. As ht'
l{rew older, the two kinds of rhythmical compositions began to over
lap more and more. For instance, at the age of seven years and
eleven months, watching a storm, he spontaneously composed th~

following:

"It is raining aU around,
It hits the houses, it hits the ground.
The lightning flashes, the thunder booms;
The rain from the sky doth pour."
The first two lines came as a surprise to himself, probabh'

in unconscious imitation of Stevenson's poem, the last two line ..
were composed consciously, in an effort to complete the verse.

In a previous paper (3) I discussed before this body A.'s a~

tempts at creating thought-symbols, and I then ascribed thi~

activity to his experimental interest in language. Since then.
between the ages of six and eight, he was at one time busy in
venting a finger alphabet which probably was to replaCe his
first sign language which I reported then and which continued
to tempt him in spite of our 6bjections and even direct pro
hibition. The finger alphabet, though brought to completion.
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was never used however. He also has, invented, at the age 0~

eight years and two months, what he called a "secret skylangu
age," which consisted of regular English, with "sky" before each
word and sometimes in the middle of longer words. But he did
not use it much and never acquired any fluency in it. He con
tinued off and on his Modified EngHsh, which consisted in ~

playful substitution of a sound of his choice for the initial soun~

of each word. At the age of eight years two months the sound
he used most frequently for this purpose was 81, as for in·
stance, instead of "Mamma, give me some water, please," he
would say: "Slama, slive sle slome slater, slease." Of cours~,

the Modified English had been greatly discouraged by us from
its inception. when A. was three years and four months old.
but in spite of that it recurred at frequent intervals, pl"oving h~

be quite irrepressible. He is not altogether freel from attempt s
at such "fun" even now, at the age of twelve.

Among other products of his linguistic creativeness, codes
for typewriting and for writing deserve to be mentioned. Thesf
began to appear at the age of eight, probably inspired by Poe',<:
"The Gold Bug." He has heen quite fascinated by code-making
and code-using, has invented a number of different codes up t-:-,
now, and has been using different underlying principles for dif
ferent codes. Almost everyone of his codes he used' diligently
for some time, some of them in correspondence with his cousin
Ilnd his boy-friends.

Perhaps all his linguistic creativeness should have been con
sidered as belonging to the group of Humorous and Playful
Linguistic Interests, of which I shall now give other examples.

Since babyhood A. showed a lively sense of humor. With
reard to his linguistic interests his humor asserted itself in pun~.

charades, conundrums, and jokes of his own invention, as well
as his appreciation of those heard from others. Here are some
of his own.

At the age of S1X years and one month he said, when I gave
him a drink of water: "Is there ink in it?" "Ink, why?" "Well
there is 'ink' in 'drink,' isn't there." Alt about the same time he
asked: "How do you spell 'how?" "h-o-w." "And how do you'
spell 'word?' "w-o-r-d." "Then how would you spell 'Howard?"
Or-at the age of six-and-a-half: "Do you say 'her' or 'she?"
"That depends, in what connection." "0, no," triumphantly, "you
say both: 'Hershey.' " One more, for better illustration. When
A. was eight years three months old, his father asked him to
bring some machine-oil, while trying to take the squeak out of
some casters. A. brought the oil and innocently asked: "What
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kind of oil did you say it was'?' "Why, just machine-oil," ans-o
wered his father, to which A. with sparkling eyes; Isn't it castor
oil, since you use it for casters?"

And now, let us discuss the last group, his liteorary interest
in language. This group comprises the attitude toward the printed
word, the development of the taste for reading, and the expression
of opinions about literary works, which opinions may be calle.l
Hterary criticisms.

Since babyhood A. has been read to a great deal, and has
always liked reading immesnsely, asking for it insistently. The
first stories and verst."s were not read. but told to him. On his
third birthday I for the first time read to him a story ("Henny
Penny"). Otha stories followed. Of course, ht> would ask tn

repeat the same story many times, whether told or read. Up
to the age ')f three and a half to four years he preferred to be
told stories, but later would much rather have them read t~)

him; from the a~e of eight he began to read himself, as I pointed
out above.

His early reading was entirely directed by us, i. e. we selected
books for him, and he had no access to any other books. He
read chitdrens books of high literary merit, and appreciated
them immensely. He also liked to re-read a book not only a
second time, but many times. Some books he read five, s;x times.
a few even more than that, and Swiss Family Robinson he ha.,
read as many as fifteen times. However, I cannot boast of hav
ing formed his tastes to conform entirely to my own, for now.
at the age of twelve, he wants to read almost exclusively book~

of adventure, detective stories, or else humorous works, including
the newspaper comic strip. However, his favorite author is Mark
Twain, which after an is not a bad choice. He cans Mark Twain
"the greatest author in the world," and the best writer of a11 coun
tries and all ages. A close sompetitor for A.'s appreciation is
Jules Verne.

From a11 these observations the following conclusions can
be drawn.

1. The question often comes up, how can we teach childre.l
the things they will need in their adult life, and yet be guided by
ther present natural nterests? Do the subjects of the school
currculum comes within the scope of their natural interest? It
seems from the growth of A.'s liguistic interest, that phonics,
grammar, rules for tmnctuation, spelling, reading were within hii
natural interests. Children are driven to observation, investiga
tion, questioning, experimentation, etc., by an inborn intellectual
curiosity which they all posess in a higher or lower degree. This
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curiosity is directed toward their envronment. If their environ
ment is similar to the one they ar~ expeoted to li\{e and work
in as adults, their interests in childhood will be in a large measure
those that will prepare them for their future activity.

2. The little boy A. had intense and spontaneous intellectual
interests of the same nature as those disclosed in my studies of the
development of his arithmetical knowledge (1), (4), (5). and in
the growth of his geographical concepts. (6)

3. In satisfying an intellectual need, he developed every
time his own methods and applied them persistently. Examples.
gcttin~ acquainted with halves and quarters (1), studying deci
mals (4) and (5), the use of the sign language (3), examinin~

maps,-all these compared to his phonic exercises and other in
vestigations related above.

4. A distinct ability for analysis is revealed in his pursuance
of all these investigations.

5. A:s attttude toward his early reading lessons is perhap~

characteristic of him. If my observations are correct, he is a
thinker and an observer, he is possessed in a high degree of ;\
genuine. strong and intense intellectual curiosity, he has good
ability for reasoning and originality of thought and invention. But
he lacks perseverance for achieving an imposed--even self-imposed
-task, if he is not fired by an interest in the performance ·itself.
Can perseverance be cultivated? If so, how?

6. On the whole, A.'s interest in language seems to be in
tellectual, not artistic. He has composed quite a few stories.
verses, plays, and even written the major part of a novel-a lon~

story of adventure. But in all his writing he seems to display a
preeminently intellectual attitude-his imagination is that of a
scientist or an inventor, not that of an artist. Since the age of
seven or eight he began to show in~reasing dislike for poetry.
He is given to spending long hours in drawing, but produces geo
graphical maps, plans of real or imaginary cities, subways and
parks, models of machines, trains, automobiles, etc., of his own
invention, plans of houses. His constructions with blockc; or in the
sand pile were of the same nature.
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